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Abstract 

Some of the authors of this paper had already established a pedal operated human powered flywheel motor (HPFM) which 
justifies the energy requirements for process units. The different types of process units designed and tested so far intestinally suits 
to rural areas such as brick making machine, Low head water lifting, Wood turning, Wood strips cutting, electricity generation 
etc. This machine system includes three sub systems namely (i) HPFM (ii) Torsionally Flexible Clutch (TFC) (iii) A Process 
Unit.  
ANN modeling has been used to model the experimental findings for human powered flywheel motor. It has been observed that 
neuron size, transfer function, training function plays important role in performance of the network. The optimal selection of 
parametric values of each ANN parameter is carried through observation of performance, regression plots. This paper illustrates a 
unique method of selecting optimal ANN network configuration for fitting function approximation problem. We also found that 
reliability of the derived ANN model is 97%. 
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1. Overview 

Dr. J. P. Modak and his associates have developed Human Powered Process Machines driven by Human Powered 
Flywheel Motor [1, 2 and3] for rural population to fulfill the production activities such as low level water lifting [4, 
12], bricks making (rectangular as well as keyed cross section) for various combinations of raw materials, algae 
formation process [4], wood turning, wood strips cutting [12], smiths hammer (drop forged/ cam type) electricity 
generation etc.  

The evolved machine system [11] contained of three subsystems namely (1) Energy Unit : Comprising of a 
suitable peddling mechanism, speed rise gear pair and Flywheel abstracted as Human Powered Flywheel Motor 
(HPFM) (2) Suitable torsionally flexible clutch [13] and torque amplification gear pair and (3) a process unit. Though 
human capacity is 0.1 HP continuous duty, the processes needing power even up to 6.0 HP can be energized by such a 
machine concept.  

The basis of this development is generation of design data of these subsystems through establishing Generalized 
Experimental Data Based Models through executed necessary research projects.  

 

1.1. Empirical Modelling for HPFM: 

The experiments for human powered flywheel motor involved large numbers of variables hence dimensionless pi 
terms were evaluated to model this experimental database.  

The dependent pi variable (ωT) for HPFM is function of independent pi terms (I/RT2), (ME and (G). Where ω is 
Angular Velocity of flywheel in rad/sec reached after time interval T sec, I is moment of inertia of flywheel, Kg-m2, 
R is energy input by rider, Kgf-m, ME is effectiveness of mechanism ‘M’, G is the speed increasing gear ratio and T 
is peddling time in second. The complete data comprises of 199 observations. The mathematical model derived for 
HPFM [9] is  

WT = 1.288 (I/RT2)-0.46 (ME)-0.87 (G)0.40                                                                                                                   (1) 

The prediction of experimental findings through above empirical model was tabulated for HPFM. It is been 
observed that the percentage error in prediction of experimental findings is in the range of 10% to 80% [10].  

The present research work develops a unique methodology of optimizing ANN prediction of ANN model through 
methodical amendment of ANN paradigm. The work also derives the mathematical model of the optimized ANN 
model for HPFM. 

The performance of the ANN model is validated through reliability analysis and compared with experimental 
findings and previously derived mathematical model. 

2. Review on Human Powered Flywheel Motor 

2.1. Basic Concept of Machine 

 

Fig. 1. Plain view of schematic arrangement of machine [9] 

On an average, the power produced by a human being is approximately 75W (0.10hp) [9], if he works 
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continuously. Therefore human power may be used for a process if the power requirement is less than of 75W. If 
process power requirement is more than 75W and the process can be of an intermittent nature without affecting the 
end product, a machine system can be developed that would work on the stored energy. Fig. 1 describes the 
schematic arrangement of the proposed machine. 

3. Selection of critical Artificial Neural Network Paradigm for Experimentation 

From the study of ANN [5, 6, 7, and 14] paradigm important ANN parameters selected for experimentation are,  
 Number of Layers in the network 
 Number of Neurons 
 Learning Algorithm 
 Training Methods 
 Activation functions/ Transfer Functions used 
 Performance function 

4. Procedure of experimentation 

Modelling of performances of Human Powered Flywheel Motor through artificial neural network (ANN) 
involves use of above ANN paradigms appropriately. All the ANN parameters selected above have their own 
choices of parametric figures. To observe the effect of each parametric value of subsequent parameter on ANN 
prediction it is very important to vary single parametric figure of associated ANN parameter for each set of 
experiment keeping all other parametric figures of ANN parameters constant.  

5. Conduction of Experiments  

Each experiment 1 to 32 in the table 1 presents the configuration of the network selected for training. The 
parametric figure of each parameter is indicated in under respective parameter. For every experiment the 
computational time, number of epochs and its regression value is also mentioned in table 1. 

The available datasets were divided in three groups. Out of total available data points 70 percent data sets were 
used for training, 15 percent data sets were used for validation and 15 percent data sets were used for testing of the 
network. 

The detailed performance plot is observed during training of each network. The performance plot for each 
network shows training, testing and validation error at each epoch. This error decreases gradually during training. 
However after certain number of epochs validation error may increase even though the training error decreases. This 
behavior is called as over fitting which means the network loses its generalization flexibility. Early stopping is a 
frequently used technique to avoid over fitting. 

 Regression plot compares closeness of fit of ANN predicted data with experimental findings. The solid line in the 
plot is the linear regression outputs for test samples while dashed line indicates the linear regression for targeted 
samples. The circles indicate the predicted data points through ANN network. One should observe the closeness of 
dashed line and solid line as well as the closeness of data points to these lines. Also correlative coefficient R describes 
the deviation from target outputs. 

The table 1 shows the amendment of parametric figures under each ANN parameter along with its regression 
value of prediction for each network after training. The value of regression is observed to be closed to 1. Looking to 
the value of regression the parametric figure of each ANN parameter is fixed (indicated by *) keeping the other ANN 
parameters constant. 

In table 1 the experiments T1 to T9 evaluates performance through amendment of parametric figures in ANN 
parameter “hidden layer size” and also designates the records of regression, duration of training and number of 
epochs for these experiments. It is found that the regression assessment is highest for network T2 with 50 neuron size 
whereas the count of regression decreases with increase in neuron size. Hence neuron size of the destination network 
is fixed to 50. The experiments T10 to T17 in table 1 expresses the performance of the network through alteration of 
parametric figures of ANN parameter "training function”. Among all training functions “trainlm” have revealed the 
highest value of regression. Hence the training function “trainlm” is selected for the final network configuration. The 
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